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UNIQUE DESIGN

The concept comes first and we care a great deal about its uniqueness. It’s our
policy to stand out from the immeasurable mass of “copies of copies”. During the
production process, we do not only rely on the work of careful human hands. Our
team of designers enables us to create outstanding designs from scratch, which
meet our customers’ ideas and needs. It is of great importance to us to keep the
design process creative and bold. We’re constantly looking for innovative ways of
solving problems and challenges and very often come up with a solution that’s
different from what’s already on the market. These smart solutions and the usage of
materials have become our trademarks, which we are very proud of and excited
about. Therefore the majority of our PULARYS designs are registered and copyright
protected. At PULARYS, we provide our customers with exclusive wallets of premium
quality and flawless finish that they won’t find anywhere else.

SMART SOLUTIONS

A PULARYSminimalist wallet helps you stay organised, safe, and styl ish anywhere you
go. It offers RFID-blocking technology, helping to protect your credit cards, debit
cards, and ID from identity theft and electronic pickpockets. The PULARYS wallet is
designed with a “pul” mechanism of gradual card ejection, very much appreciated
for its convenience. This mechanism allows for a slow and controlled release of cards
from the wallet, making it easier for the user to access their cards without struggling
to pull out a single card or a bunch of cards at once. The variety of pockets and
aluminium case make organisation easy, while the slim size ensures that your pocket
won’t be overstuffed. The finished PULARYS wallet is durable and looks great, giving
you an extra touch of class and sophistication.
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